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In this paper we present a satisfiability-preserving reduction from MITL interpreted over finitely-
variable continuous behaviors to Constraint LTL over clocks, a variant of CLTL that is decidable,
and for which an SMT-based bounded satisfiability checker is available. The result is a new complete
and effective decision procedure for MITL. Although decision procedures for MITL already exist,
the automata-based techniques they employ appear to be very difficult to realize in practice, and, to
the best of our knowledge, no implementation currently exists for them. A prototype tool for MITL
based on the encoding presented here has, instead, been implemented and is publicly available.
1 Introduction
Computer systems are inherently discrete-time objects, but their application to control and monitoring
of real-time systems often requires to deal with time-continuous external signals and variables, such as
position, speed and acceleration or temperature and pressure. Hence, many continuous-time models have
been developed for verification and validation of such systems, e.g., Timed Automata [3], or continuous-
time temporal logics, such as MITL (Metric Interval Temporal Logic) [4].
In general, the role of temporal logics in verification and validation is two-fold. First, temporal
logic allows abstract, concise and convenient expression of required properties of a system. Linear
Temporal Logic (LTL) is often used with this goal in the verification of finite-state models, e.g., in model
checking [5]. Second, temporal logic allows a descriptive approach to specification and modeling (see,
e.g., [19, 14]). A descriptive model is based on axioms, written in some (temporal) logic, defining a
system by means of its general properties, rather than by an operational model based on some kind of
machine (e.g., a Timed Automaton) behaving in the desired way. In this case, verification typically
consists of satisfiability checking of the conjunction of the model and of the (negation of) its desired
properties. An example of the latter approach is Bounded Satisfiability Checking (BSC) [20], where
Metric Temporal Logic (MTL) specifications on discrete time and properties are translated into Boolean
logic, in an approach similar to Bounded Model Checking of LTL properties of finite-state machines.
In general, verification of continuous-time temporal logics is not as well sopported as for discrete-
time models. Uppaal [6] is the de-facto standard tool for verification of Timed Automata. However,
Uppaal does not support continuous-time temporal logics: not only satisfiability checking is not avail-
able in Uppaal, but even the formalization of system properties in temporal logic is not allowed, aside
from rather simple invariants and reachability properties. Rather, non-trivial properties to be verified on
an operational model must be expressed as other Timed Automata, i.e., at a lower level of abstraction. In-
deed, there have been a few proposals for verifying continuous-time logics [17], but they do not appear to
be actually implementable, and, to the best of our knowledge, in fact they have never been implemented.
This paper proposes a new technique, based on generalizing BSC to MITL, by reducing satisfiability
of MITL to satisfiability of Constraint LTL over clocks (CLTL-oc), a new decidable variant of CLTL [12].
˚This research was supported by the Programme IDEAS-ERC, Project 227977-SMScom.
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M, t |ù pô p PMptq p P AP
M, t |ù  φ ôM, t ­|ù φ
M, t |ù φ ^ψ ôM, t |ù φ and M, t |ù ψ
M, t |ù φUIψ ôDt 1 P t` I : M, t 1 |ù ψ and M, t2 |ù φ @t2 P pt, t 1q
Table 1: Semantics of MITL.
In particular, a MITL formula may be encoded into an equisatisfiable CLTL-oc formula, which can then
be solved through the same techniques of [7, 9, 8]. The latter approach generalizes BSC to CLTL,
generating an encoding suitable for verification with standard Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT)
solvers such as Z3 [18]. This new technique has been implemented in an open-source prototype tool [1].
Although MITL is known to be decidable over unrestricted behaviors [16], we focus on so-called
finitely-variable models, i.e. such that in every bounded time interval there can only be a finite number
of changes. This is a very common requirement for continuous-time models, which only rules out patho-
logical behaviors (e.g., Zeno [14]) which do not have much practical interest. To define the encoding, we
start by focusing on models in which intervals are closed on the left end and open on the right end. This
restriction is later lifted to consider general, finitely-variable, signals.
The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 defines MITL and CLTL-oc, Sect. 3 defines a reduction
from MITL to CLTL-oc, based on the restriction that intervals are closed to the left and open to the right;
Sect. 4 generalizes the translation to intervals of any kind, also discussing the extension to include past
operators. Sect. 5 concludes, discussing applications to other logics and presenting a prototype tool.
2 Languages
Let AP be a finite set of atomic propositions. The syntax of (well formed) formulae of MITL is defined
as follows, with p P AP and I an interval of the form xa,by or xa,`8y, with a,b P N constants, aă b:
φ :“ p | φ ^φ |  φ | φUIφ
The semantics of MITL is defined in Table 1 with respect to signals. A signal is a function M :R`Ñ 2AP,
with R` the set of nonnegative reals. A MITL formula φ is satisfiable if there exists a signal M such that
M,0 |ù φ (in this case, M is called a model of φ ). The globally GI and eventually FI operators can be
defined by the usual abbreviations: FIφ “JUIφ and GIφ “ FIp φq.
Constraint LTL (CLTL [12, 9]) is used in Sect. 3 to solve the satisfiability problem of MITL. CLTL
formulae are defined with respect to a finite set V of variables and a constraint system D , which is a pair
pD,Rq with D being a specific domain of interpretation for variables and constants andR being a family
of relations on D, such that the set AP of atomic propositions coincides with set R0 of 0-ary relations.
An atomic constraint is a term of the form Rpx1, . . . ,xnq, where R is an n-ary relation ofR on domain D
and x1, . . . ,xn are variables. A valuation is a mapping v : V Ñ D, i.e., an assignment of a value in D to
each variable. A constraint is satisfied by v, written v |ùD Rpx1, . . . ,xnq, if pvpx1q, . . . ,vpxnqq P R. Given
a variable x P V over domain D, temporal terms are defined by the syntax: α :“ c | x | Xα , where c is
a constant in D and x denotes a variable over D. Operator X is very similar to X, but it only applies
to temporal terms, with the meaning that Xα is the value of temporal term α in the next time instant.
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ppi,σq, i |ù pô p P pipiq for p P AP
ppi,σq, i |ù Rpα1, . . . ,αnq ô pσpi`|α1|,xα1q, . . . ,σpi`|αn|,xαnqq P R
ppi,σq, i |ù  φ ô ppi,σq, i ­|ù φ
ppi,σq, i |ù φ ^ψ ô ppi,σq, i |ù φ andppi,σq, i |ù ψ
ppi,σq, i |ù Xpφq ô ppi,σq, i`1 |ù φ
ppi,σq, i |ù Ypφq ô ppi,σq, i´1 |ù φ ^ ią 0
ppi,σq, i |ù φUψ ôD j ě i : ppi,σq, j |ù ψ ^ppi,σq,n |ù φ @ iď nă j
ppi,σq, i |ù φSψ ôD0ď j ď i : ppi,σq, j |ù ψ ^ppi,σq,n |ù φ @ j ă nď i
Table 2: Semantics of CLTL.
Well-formed CLTL formulae are defined as follows:
φ :“ Rpα1, . . . ,αnq | φ ^φ |  φ | Xpφq | Ypφq | φUφ | φSφ
where αi’s are temporal terms, R P R, X, Y, U and S are the usual “next”, “previous”, “until” and
“since” operators of LTL, with the same meaning. The dual operators “release” R, and “trigger” T may
be defined as usual, i.e., φRψ is  p φU ψq and φTψ is  p φS ψq.
The semantics of CLTL formulae is defined with respect to a strict linear order representing time
pN,ăq. Truth values of propositions in AP, and values of variables belonging to V are defined by a pair
ppi,σq where σ : NˆV Ñ D is a function which defines the value of variables at each position in N and
pi : NÑ℘pAPq is a function associating a subset of the set of propositions with each element of N. The
value of terms is defined with respect to σ as follows:
σpi,αq “ σpi`|α|,xαq
where xα is the variable in V occurring in term α and |α| is the depth of a temporal term, namely the
total amount of temporal shift needed in evaluating α: |x| “ 0 when x is a variable, and |Xα| “ |α|`1.
The semantics of a CLTL formula φ at instant i ě 0 over a linear structure ppi,σq is recursively defined
as in Table 2, where R PRzR0. A formula φ P CLTL is satisfiable if there exists a pair ppi,σq such that
ppi,σq,0 |ù φ .
In this paper, we consider a variant of CLTL, where arithmetic variables are evaluated as clocks and
set R is tă,“u. A clock “measures” the time elapsed since the last time the clock was “reset” (i.e., the
variable was equal to 0). By definition, in CLTL-oc each i P N is associated with a “time delay” δ piq,
where δ piq ą 0 for all i, which corresponds to the “time elapsed” between i and the next state i`1. More
precisely, for all clocks x PV , σpi`1,xq “ σpi,xq`δ piq, unless it is “reset” (i.e., σpi`1,xq “ 0).
3 Reduction of MITL to CLTL-over-clocks
This section devises a reduction from MITL to CLTL-oc. The inherent bounded variability of metric
operators in MITL allows a translation of a MITL formula φ into a CLTL-oc formula with a bounded
number of variables, depending on the subformulae of φ .
As in [17, 13], it is actually convenient to introduce the operators Up0,`8q and FI as primitive, and
instead derive the metric until UI , as shown by the following result.
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Lemma 1. Let M be a signal. Then, for any t ě 0,
p1q M, t |ù φUra,byψ ôM, t |ùGr0,aqpφUp0,`8qψq^Fra,byψ
p2q M, t |ù φUpa,byψ ôM, t |ùGr0,aspφUp0,`8qψq^Fpa,byψ
p3q M, t |ù φUx0,byψ ôM, t |ù φUx0,`8qψ^Fx0,byψ
When b is`8, equivalences p1q,p2q can be simplified, respectively, in φUra,`8qψ ”Gr0,aqpφUp0,`8qψq
and φUpa,`8qψ ”Gr0,aspφUp0,`8qψq.
The above equivalences make it possible to base the CLTL-oc translation on the Up0,`8q and FI
operators, instead of UI , therefore confining metric issues only to the translation of FI , which is much
simpler than the translation of UI .
Reducing MITL to CLTL-oc requires a way to represent models of MITL formulae, i.e., continuous
signals over a finite set of atomic propositions, by means of CLTL-oc models where time is discrete.
Discrete positions in CLTL-oc models represent, for each subformula θ of φ , the occurrence of an
“event” at that point for the subformula. An “event” is a change of truth value (“become true” or “become
false”) of θ . Hence, the signal is “stable” (i.e., there is no change) in the interval between two events:
a continuous-time signal is hence partitioned by the above events into intervals. Time progress between
two discrete points is measured by CLTL variables behaving as clocks: for each subformula θ of φ , there
are two clocks z0θ ,z
1
θ measuring the time elapsed since the last “become true” and “become false” events,
respectively (i.e., they are reset when the corresponding event occurs). In case of subformulae of the form
θ “ Fxa,byφ , also a finite set of auxiliary clocks is introduced, whose cardinality depends on the values
of a,b, namely d “ 2
Q
b
b´a
U
auxiliary clocks x jθ (0 ď j ď d´ 1). Therefore, a CLTL-oc model embeds,
in every (discrete) position both the information defining the truth value of all the subformulae occurring
in φ and also the time progress between two consecutive events. Then, every position in the CLTL-oc
model captures the configuration of one of the intervals in which the MITL signals are partitioned by
the events. Therefore, our reduction defines, by means of CLTL-oc formulae, the semantics of every
subformula of φ .
We start by restricting the set of signals defining models of MITL formulae to signals where intervals
are left-closed and right-open (l.c.r.o.), e.g.: . We will lift this restriction later in the
paper. Hence, singularities (i.e., events being true in a single instant) cannot occur and may be ignored.
However, the semantics given here does not exclude a priori Zeno behaviors [14]: it admits signals
corresponding to an infinite sequence of events accumulating to the left of a time instant, i.e., where
events do not advance beyond that instant. However, since these signals correspond to behaviors that are
of little interest in practice, we restrict the set of models to non-Zeno signals, i.e., to models of CLTL-oc
formulae where time diverges:
ř
iPN δ piq “ 8, by enforcing a suitable CLTL-oc constraint.
Let M be a signal, φ a MITL formula over AP and subpφq the set of all subformulae occurring in φ .
We write Òθ for the occurrence of an event making θ P subpφq become true. With abuse of notation we
extend |ù as follows:
M, t |ùÒθô M, t |ù θ and
˜
Dε ą 0 @t 1 P pt, t` εq M, t 1 |ù θ and
t ą 0ñDε ą 0 @t 1 P pt´ ε, tq M, t 1 |ù  θ
¸
We define Óθ as an abbreviation for Ò θ . These definitions impose that signals are defined over an infinite
sequence of intervals of the form rt1, t2q where t2 ą t1.
Not all temporal operators preserve l.c.r.o. intervals. For example, let θ “Fxa,bqφ be a MITL formula
and let φ hold on a l.c.r.o. signal; then, the corresponding signal for θ (i.e., the signal including also the
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values for Òθ ), is not l.c.r.o.. In fact, let t ą b be the first position such that M, t |ùÒφ . If the signal for
θ were l.c.r.o., then it should be M, t´b |ùÒθ , which is impossible because M, t´b |ù Fxa,bqφ ô Dt2 P
t´ b`xa,bq M, t2 |ù φ and t2 ă t, but by hypothesis φ is false before t. Nevertheless, the next result
shows that that Boolean connectives  ,^ and temporal operators Up0,`8q, Fxa,bs, Fxa,`8q and Fx0,bs, do
indeed preserve l.c.r.o. intervals.
We extend MITL models to any subformulae occurring in MITL formulae by defining a mapping
Mθ : R`Ñ tH,θu such that:
θ PMθ ptq ôM, t |ù θ .
Lemma 2. Let M be a l.c.r.o. signal, let φ ,ψ be two formulae occurring in M and let θ be a formula
 φ , φ ^ψ , Up0,`8qpφ ,ψq,Fxa,bspφq,Fxa,`8qpφq,Fx0,bspφq. Then, Mθ is a l.c.r.o. signal.
In what follows, Fxa,`8q is defined as primitive, instead of applying the known equivalence Fra,`8qφ ”
JUra,`8qφ ”Gr0,aqpφUp0,`8qψq, as formula Gr0,aqφ ” Fr0,aq φ violates the l.c.r.o. assumption.
We now show how to build a CLTL-oc model ppi,σq of φ from a signal M. For each subformula
θ P subpφq we introduce two clock variables z0θ ,z1θ and one atomic proposition
r
θ . We will ensure
that
r
θ is true at a position whenever θ is true in the interval corresponding to the position. To ease
understanding, in the rest we use θr“  
r
θ . We also introduce two abbreviations,  θ ,!θ that play the
role of event markers (referred to as just “events” when the context is clear); more precisely, they denote,
respectively, events Òθ and Óθ , and are defined as follows:
 ξ “ Yp
r
ξ q^
r
ξ !ξ “ Ypξrq^ ξr
Note that, as  Yp‚q is true in the origin, no matter the argument, either  θ or !θ holds at 0.
For each θ “ Fxa,bsψ P subpφq we introduce d “ 2
Q
b
b´a
U
auxiliary clocks x0θ , . . .x
d
θ . The idea behind
the above definitions is that at each occurrence of an event marker ( θ or !θ ), exactly one of the clocks
z0θ ,z
1
θ is equal to 0; the clock, then, measures the time elapsed from the last opposite event. Instead, the
auxiliary clocks associated with formulae Fxa,bsψ are used to store the time elapsed since the occurrence
of events involving ψ between the current time instant t and t`b. In fact, [17] shows that formulae of the
form Fxa,byψ have inherent bounded variability (the result holds for signals with no l.c.r.o. restriction).
Lemma 3 ([17]). Let θ “ Fxa,byψ , M be a signal and let 0ă t1 ă t2 be two instants such that M, t1 |ùÒθ ,
M, t2 |ùÓθ and @t P pt 1, t2q M, t |ù θ . Then, t2´ t1 ě b´a.
By Lemma 3, two consecutive events Òθ and Óθ for formulae θ “ Fxa,byψ cannot occur at a distance
less than b´ a. However, this does not hold when Òθ occurs at t “ 0 and ψ is true at 0, but it becomes
false before b. For instance, let M,a |ù p and M,a` ε |ùÓp, where ε ą 0 is such that a` ε ă b; assume
for simplicity that p remains false, i.e., for all t P ra` ε,`8q, M, t ­|ù ψ . Then, we have that M,0 |ùÒθ
and M,ε |ùÓθ . This property will be exploited in Sect. 3.2 to define the translation of the F operator.
Corollary 1. Let θ “ Fxa,bsφ be a MITL formula, with a ą 0, b ­“ 8, and let t be an instant of time.
Then, in rt, t`bs there are at most d “ 2
Q
b
b´a
U
events Òθ ,Óθ .
The result of Corollary 1 can be significantly simplified for formulae of the form θ “ Fx0,bsφ or of the
form θ “ Fxa,`8qφ . In fact, in the former case, let t2 ą t1 ě 0 be two time instants such that M, t1 |ùÒφ ,
M, t2 |ùÓφ and @t 1 P rt2, t2` bs M, t 1 ­|ù φ . Then, by definition, we have M, t1´ b |ùÒθ , M, t2 |ùÓθ and
@t 1 P rt1´b, t2q |ù θ . Therefore, no event for θ occurs over the interval rt1´b, t2q. If θ “ Fxa,`8qφ , by
definition, M, t |ù θ ô Dt 1 P xt`a,`8q M, t 1 |ù φ ; hence, M, t |ù θ ñM,0 |ù θ , i.e., M,0 |ùÒθ . Event
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Òθ occurs in 0 if, and only if: Dt ě a M, t |ùÒφ or Dt ą a M, t |ùÓφ or Dt ă a M, t |ùÒφ ^@t 1 ą t M, t 1 |ù φ .
Moreover, M, t ­|ù θ ñ @t 1 P xt ` a,`8q M, t 1 ­|ù φ , i.e., M, t |ùÓθô M, t ` a |ùÓφ ^Gp φq. By the
previous properties, the translation of formulae involving Fx0,bs and Fxa,`8q is simpler than the case
a ą 0 and b ­“8, because auxiliary clocks are not needed to represent the formula. For this reason, we
provide a direct translation for these subformulae.
Since signals are finitely variable, all the events in M can be enumerated as follows. A position iě 0
uniquely identifies a time instant along M. Let T ĂR` be an infinite, but enumerable, set of time instants
that includes 0 and every instant when at least one event occurs. Let I : T ÑN be a one-to-one mapping,
consistent with the ordering of time, i.e, Ip0q “ 0 and Iptq ă Ipt 1qô t ă t 1, and such that for all t1 ă t2 P T
Ipt2q “ Ipt1q`1ô Dt pt1 ă t ă t2^ t P T q. By definition, for each subformula θ an event (either θ or
!θ ) always occurs at Ip0q “ 0.
Now, given a MITL formula φ and a signal M such that M,0 |ù φ , we define how to build CLTL-oc
interpretations from M. We will prove afterwards that this interpretation is a model for the CLTL-oc
formula translating φ . We say that a clock v is reset at position i when σpi,vq “ 0.
Let ppi,σq be a CLTL-oc interpretation. If an event for θ P subpφq occurs at t ě 0, the corresponding
event marker ( θ or !θ ) labels pipIptqq and a reset for one of z0θ ,z1θ occurs at Iptq:
• ŽiPt0,1uσpIptq,ziθ q “ 0 and ppi,σq, Iptq |ù θ if M, t |ùÒθ
• ŽiPt0,1uσpIptq,ziθ q “ 0 and ppi,σq, Iptq |ù!θ if M, t |ùÓθ .
• σp0,z0θ q “ 0 for all θ .
• σp0,x0θ q “ 0 for all θ of the form Fxa,byψ .
Note that, by definition, for all time instants t P T where no events for θ occur, neither  θ nor !θ
hold in pipIptqq (i.e., ppi,σq, Iptq |ù   θ ^ !θ ).
Now we define how CLTL-oc models represent time progress. Let t, t 1 P T be two time instants such
that Ipt 1q “ Iptq`1. For all clocks ziθ that are not reset in Ipt 1q we impose
σpIpt 1q,ziθ q “ σpIptq,ziθ q` t 1´ t.
In addition, Di P t0,1u s.t. σpIptq,ziθ q “ 0 if and only if ppi,σq, Iptq |ù θ or ppi,σq, Iptq |ù!θ . Clocks
z0θ ,z
1
θ cannot be reset at the same time, but alternate, and z
0
θ is reset in the origin. Clocks x
j
θ are dealt with
analogously. As mentioned, there exist d “ 2
Q
b
b´a
U
clocks x jθ for a formula Fxa,byψ P subpφq. First, for
all positions iě 0, σpi,z0θ q “ 0 or σpi,z1θ q “ 0 if, and only if,
Žd´1
j“0 σpi,x jθ q “ 0, i.e, whenever an event
for θ occurs, (at least) one auxiliary clock is reset. To avoid simultaneous resets of different clocks, if x jθ
is reset then no x j
1
θ is reset, for j
1 ­“ j. Auxiliary clocks are circularly reset modulo d; i.e., if x jθ is reset
at position i, then the next reset of x jθ , if it exists, occurs in a position i
1 ą i such that all other clocks x j1θ
( j1 ‰ j) are reset, in order, exactly once in pi, i1q. Note that, if a clock x jθ is reset at position i“ Iptq, the
next position i1“ Ipt 1qwhen the clock is reset must be such that t 1ą t`b, i.e., given a formula θ “ Fxa,bs,
every clock x jθ is reset only once over intervals of length b. The sequence of resets starts with x
0
θ “ 0.
Finally, if φ is satisfiable and M is a signal such that M,0 |ù φ i.e., M,0 |ùÒφ , then ppi,σq,0 |ù φ .
Let rφ pMq denote the (infinite) set of pairs ppi,σq obtained from M by means of the previous rules
for a MITL formula φ . The inverse mapping r´1φ is also definable, but not all pairs ppi,σq represent legal
signals. Hence, we restrict them to the set of CLTL-oc models that are images of a signal M under rφ ,
i.e., ppi,σq is such that there exists a signal M such that ppi,σq P rφ pMq. Sect. 3.1 provides a set of
CLTL-oc formulae whose models are exactly the set of pairs ppi,σq such that ppi,σq P rφ pMq. For these
models the inverse map r´1 is well-defined.
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3.1 Clocks and Events
The following formulae define how events  θ ,!θ occur, for θ P subpφq, and when clocks z0θ ,z1θ are
reset. However, they do not capture the semantics of subformulae θ , which is the object of Sect. 3.2, but
only the relations between events  θ and !θ and clock resets.
Formula (1) enforces that the occurrence of an event  θ ,!θ entails the reset of one of z0θ ,z
1
θ . In
addition, Formula z0θ “ 0 evaluated in the origin states that clock z0θ is reset in the origin.
 θ _!θ ô z0θ “ 0_ z1θ “ 0 (1)
Let a P N and value ak be pa mod kq. The clocks associated with a subformula θ are alternatively
reset, as shown on an example in Figure 1. Hence, between any two resets of clock z0θ there must be a
reset of clock z1θ , and vice-versa:
p
ľ
iPt0,1u
pziθ “ 0qq ñ X
ˆ
pzpi`1q2θ “ 0qRpziθ ‰ 0q
˙
. (2)
For a position i ą 0 it may happen that neither  θ nor !θ occur for any formula (i.e, no events
occur). The assumption that intervals are l.c.r.o. entails that intervals have non-null durations, and events
Òθ ,Óθ cannot occur at the same time. Define eventsφ “ŹθPsubpφqpz0θ “ 0q^Gp(1)^ (2)q.
Lemma 4. Let θ be a symbol of a MITL formula. For any non-Zeno signal M : R`Ñ tH,θu for θ and
for all ppi,σq P rθ pMq, then ppi,σq,0 |ù eventsθ . Conversely, given ppi,σq in which time is divergent
and s.t. ppi,σq,0 |ù eventsθ , there is exactly one non-Zeno signal M s.t. M “ r´1θ pppi,σqq.
Let θ be Fxa,bsψ . We introduce d “ 2
Q
b
b´a
U
clocks x jθ , which behave in a similar way as z
0
θ ,z
1
θ . Each
x jθ is needed to store the time elapsed since the occurrence of the last event of θ (Òθ or Óθ ). When one of
Òθ ,Óθ occurs, then a x jθ is reset, i.e., x jθ “ 0. Each reset event marked by xiθ “ 0 entails either  θ or !θ
and all Òθ , Óθ events are marked by a single reset xiθ “ 0 (Formula (3)).˜
 θ _!θ ô
d´1ł
j“0
x jθ “ 0
¸
^
¨˝
d´1ľ
i“0
d´1ľ
j“0,i­“ j
 pxiθ “ 0^ x jθ “ 0q‚˛ (3)
The occurrence of resets for clocks xiθ is circularly ordered and the sequence of resets starts from the
origin by x0θ (see an example in Figure 1). If x
i
θ “ 0, then, from the next position, all the other clocks are
strictly greater than 0 until the next xi`1dθ “ 0 occurs.
d´1ľ
i“0
¨˝
xiθ “ 0ñ X
¨˝
pxi`1dθ “ 0qR
ľ
jPr0,d´1s, j ­“i
px j`1dθ ą 0q‚˛˛‚ (4)
Formula x0θ “ 0, evaluated at position 0, sets the first reset of the sequence, constrained by formulae
(3)-(4). Moreover, we force all clock values to be strictly ordered in the origin by x0θ ă xd´1θ ă ¨¨ ¨ ă x1θ ,
guaranteeing that resets are correctly associated with events occurring after the origin.
The following lemma (whose proof is similar to the one for Lemma 4) shows that auxclocksθ ,
defined as px0θ “ 0q^Gpp3q^p4qq captures map r for Fxa,bs formulae. .
Lemma 5. Let θ “ Fxa,bsψ . For any signal M : R` Ñ tH,θu for θ and for all ppi,σq P rθ pMq, it is
ppi,σq,0 |ù auxclocksθ . Conversely, if ppi,σq,0 |ù auxclocksθ , there exists one, and only one, signal
M s.t. M “ r´1θ pppi,σqq.
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z0θ “ 0
x0θ “ 0
z1θ “ 0
x1θ “ 0
z0θ “ 0
x2θ “ 0
z1θ “ 0
x3θ “ 0
z0θ “ 0
x0θ “ 0
θ
Figure 1: Sequence of circular resets for formula θ “ Fx2,1sψ
3.2 Semantics of MITL Temporal Modalities
We now define a mapping m associating a MITL formula with an equisatisfiable CLTL-oc formula, thus
capturing the semantics of MITL in CLTL-oc.
The cases for Boolean connectives and the non-metric U operator are straightforward. In the follow-
ing we write O instead of  YpJq to represent the first position of CLTL-oc models.
‚ θ “ p P AP: it follows from the definition of  p and !p, representing events Òp,Óp over
discrete time.
‚ θ “ ψ: in this case it is mpθq “rθôψr.
‚ θ “ γ^ψ: we have: mpθq “rθôrγ ^ rψ .
‚ θ “ γUp0,`8qψ: similarly: mpθq “
r
θôrγ ^ rγ U rψ .
‚ θ “ Fxa,bsψ: When an event Òθ occurs, a clock x jθ is reset, then event Òψ will eventually occur
after b time units and it has to occur after b´a instants from the last occurrence of Óψ (otherwise Òθ has
already occurred in the past). The case for t “ 0 is treated separately: Òθ occurs at 0 when there is an
interval in which ψ holds that either starts in ra,bs or it spans a. Clock x0θ is used to measure the time
elapsing from the origin. In fact, by Corollary 1, x0θ , which is reset at 0, can only be reset again after b.
 θ ô
 O^
d´1ł
j“0
px jθ “ 0q^X
¨˝
x jθ ą 0U
¨˝
 ψ ^ x jθ “ b^
ł
iPt0,1u
ziψ ą pb´aq‚˛˛‚ _
O^pO_ x0θ ą 0qU
´r
ψ ^`aď x0θ ď b _ x0θ ă a^X`x0θ ą a˘˘ ¯
(5)
ba
ψ
θ “ Fxa,bsψ
xiθ “ 0 xiθ “ b
ziθ “ 0 ziθ ą b´a
Figure 2: Rising edge
Formula (6) defines the condition to make  θ true exactly b instants before an event  ψ , provided
that clock ziψ is greater than pb´aq when ψ occurs (i.e., the last time ψ became false was at least b´a
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time units before). An illustration of Formulae (5) and (6) is in Figure 2.
 ψ ^
ł
iPt0,1u
ziψ ą pb´aq ñ
d´1ł
j“0
x jθ “ b (6)
When an event Óθ occurs, a clock x jθ is reset, then the event Óψ will eventually occur after exactly
a time units and the next Òψ cannot occur before another b´ a instants after that (otherwise Óθ cannot
occur). In the origin, however, Óθ occurs also in the case that Òθ does not occur.
!θ ô
d´1ł
j“0
px jθ “ 0q^X
´
px jθ ą 0qU
´
!ψ ^ x jθ “ a ^ ψR 
´
 ψ ^ x jθ ď b
¯¯¯
_ pO^  θ q (7)
Formula (8) is the dual of (6) for a falling edge (Figure 3); it defines a sufficient condition forcing
!θ when an event !ψ occurs and  ψ does not happen before pb´aq time units have passed since !ψ .
!ψ ^ ψR 
¨˝
 ψ ^
ľ
iPt0,1u
ziψ ď pb´aq‚˛ñ d´1ł
j“0
x jθ “ a (8)
ba
ψ
θ “ Fxa,bsψ
xiθ “ 0 xiθ “ a xiθ ą b
Figure 3: Falling edge
Formula mpθq in this case is (5)^ (6)^ (7)^ (8).
As already anticipated, we may study separately the case of formulae Fxa,bsψ where a“ 0 or b“`8.
The translation in the two cases is simpler than the general one because auxiliary clocks are no longer
required to measure the time elapsing between events involving signal for the formula.
‚ θ “ Fx0,bsψ: the translation for event Òθ is analogous to the one of the general case where time
elapsing is measured with respect to the clock z jθ that is reset when θ holds (recall that, by Corollary 1,
z jθ can be reset again only after the occurrence of  ψ ). The semantics of Óθ in this case is simpler than
for Formula (7) because events Óψ and Óθ always occur simultaneously, provided that the next Òψ does
not occur within b time instants from Óψ .
 θ ô
¨˚
˚˝˚ O^ ψr ^
¨˝
1ł
j“0
pz jθ “ 0q^X
¨˝
z jθ ą 0U
¨˝
 ψ ^ z jθ “ b^
ł
iPt0,1u
ziψ ą b‚˛˛‚˛‚ _
O^pO_ z0θ ą 0qUp
r
ψ ^z0θ ď bq
‹˛‹‹‚ (9)
 ψ ^
ł
iPt0,1u
ziψ ą bñ
ł
jPt0,1u
z jθ “ b (10)
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!θ ô!ψ ^ ψR 
¨˝
 ψ ^
ľ
iPt0,1u
ziψ ď b‚˛ (11)
‚ θ “ Fxa,`8qψ: From the semantics of Fa,`8pψq it is easy to see that event Òθ may only occur
at 0, if ψ eventually holds in the future after a instants from the origin. Similarly, event Óθ may only
occur once, but not necessarily in the origin; more precisely, it holds at 0 if and only if Òθ does not hold at
0, while for every instant t ą 0 it occurs when event Óψ occurs in t`a and ψ is always false afterwards.
As a consequence, z1θ is reset at most once, if !θ occurs in an instant other than the origin.
 θ ô O^pO_ z0θ ą 0qU
´r
ψ ^ a`ď z0θ _ z0θ ă a^X
`
z0θ ą a
˘˘ ¯
(12)
!θ ô z1θ “ 0^X
`
z1θ ą 0 U
`
!ψ ^ z1θ “ a ^G
`  ψ˘˘˘ _ pO^  θ q (13)
!ψ ^G
`  ψ˘ñ z1θ “ a (14)
3.3 Correctness
Let F be a set of formulae. We extend map r to subpφq, written rsubpφqpMq, to represent the set of CLTL-
oc models where atomic propositions are symbols associated with each subformula in φ and variables
includes all clocks z0θ ,z
1
θ and the auxiliary clocks for the case Fxa,bs.
Lemma 6. Let M be a signal, and φ a MITL formula. For any ppi,σq P rsubpφqpMq it is:
ppi,σq,0 |ù
ľ
θPsubpφq
Gpmpθqq ^eventsθ ^
ľ
θPsubpφq
θ“Fxa,bs
auxclocksθ
and for all k P N,θ P subpφq it is ppi,σq,k |ù mpθq.
Lemma 7. Let M be a signal and let φ be a MITL formula. If
ppi,σq,0 |ù
ľ
θPsubpφq
Gpmpθqq^eventsθ ^
ľ
θPsubpφq
θ“Fxa,bs
auxclocksθ
and M “ r´1subpφqpppi,σqq, then for all t P T it is ppi,σq, Iptq |ù φ iff M, t |ùÒφ (similarly for !φ ).
The main result, the equisatisfiability of MITL and of its CLTL-oc translation, follows.
Theorem 1. A MITL formula φ is satisfiable if, and only if the following formula is satisfiable:
 φ ^
ľ
θPsubpφq
Gpmpθqq^eventsφ ^
ľ
θPsubpφq
θ“Fxa,bs
auxclocksθ . (15)
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3.4 Complexity
The reduction of MITL to CLTL-oc of Sect. 3.2 induces an EXPSPACE decision procedure for the
satisfiability of MITL (the problem is actually EXPSPACE-complete). In fact, consider a MITL formula
ϕ , and its CLTL-oc translation (15) obtained following the reduction of Sect. 3.2. In Formula (15) we
introduce two clocks for each subformula of ϕ , unless the subformula is of the form Fxa,bsψ , in which
case we introduce at most b clocks, since a,b P N. Then, the size of (15) is Op|ϕ|Kq, where K is the
maximum constant appearing in ϕ . It can be shown that satisfiability for a CLTL-oc formula φCLTL is
PSPACE in the number of subformulae of φCLTL (which is Op|ϕ|Kq for Formula (15)) and in the size
of the string encoding the maximum constant occurring in it (K for Formula (15)). Hence, the decision
procedure induced by our encoding is in EXPSPACE when using a binary encoding of K. As remarked
in [4], if the MITL formula ϕ does not contain subformulae of type Fxa,bsψ (with aą 0 and b ­“8), the
reduction of Sect. 3.2 only introduces one clock variable for each subformula. As a consequence, the
size of Formula (15) is Op|ϕ|q and the algorithm is in PSPACE.
4 Generalized translation
Our translation from MITL to CLTL-oc can be extended to represent general signals where no assumption
is made on their shape, other than their finite variability, i.e., the l.c.r.o. assumption of Sect. 3 can be
relaxed. In this more general case, the truth of a formula φ can change in a singular manner, that is, there
can be instants where the value of φ is different than in a neighborhood thereof.
More precisely, we say that in a time instant t of a signal M formula φ has an “up-singularity” suφ if
it holds in t, but not before and after it; more precisely, we say that M, t |ù suφ if and only if M, t |ù φ and
Dε ą 0 s.t. @t 1 ‰ t P pt´ε, t`εq it is M, t 1 ­|ù φ . We say that φ has a “down-singularity” sdφ when  φ has
an up-singularity (i.e., φ does not hold in t, but it does before and after it). Note that, by their definition,
singularities (either up or down), cannot occur in t “ 0.
To represent general signals in CLTL-oc we “split” the representation of the value of subformulae θ
in intervals rt, t 1q in two parts: upfilledspoonθ captures the value of θ in t, whereas θ corresponds to its value in pt, t 1q.
With the new predicates, we can restrict represented signals to only include l.c.r.o. intervals by imposing
the constraint upfilledspoonθôθ for all θ . In addition, rθ and θr become: rθ“upfilledspoonθ ^ θ θr“ upfilledspoonθ ^ θ .
Then, the encoding of Sect. 3 can be used also with the new atomic predicates, provided constraintupfilledspoonθôθ is added for all subformulae. If, instead, general signals are to be allowed, the encoding must
be extended to include also the cases in which the values of (sub)formulae change in singular manners.
To this end, we slightly modify the definition of  ξ as  Yp

ξ q^

ξ and !ξ as  Yp 

ξ q^ 

ξ and
we introduce the following abbreviations, which capture, respectively, up- and down-singularities (note
that neither"ξ , nor#ξ hold at 0, as Yp‚q is false there):
"ξ “ Yp 

ξ q^ upfilledspoonξ ^ ξ #ξ “ Ypξ q^ upfilledspoonξ ^ ξ
We also define the following:
ξè “ ξ _"ξ _pO^ upfilledspoonξ q ξë“!ξ _"ξ .
More precisely,
ξè
corresponds to a situation where ξ does not hold the interval before the current one (if
such interval exists), and it is true sometimes in the current one (either in its first instant, in which case ξ
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can have a up-singularity, or in the rest of the interval). Dually,
ξ
ë holds if ξ is true in the first instant of
the current interval, or in the interval before it, and from that moment on it is false.
When general signals are allowed, there is no need to restrict the temporal operators only to Fxa,bspψq.
For simplicity, we focus on the encoding of case θ “ Fpa,bqpψq, all other cases being similar.
‚ θ “ Fpa,bqψ: We have the following result.
Lemma 8. If θ “ Fpa,bqψ is a MITL formula and M, t |ù θ then s Dε PRą0 such that, for all t 1 P rt, t`εs
it is M, t 1 |ù θ and, when t ą 0, there is also ε PRą0 such that ε ă t and for all t 1 P rt´ε, ts it is M, t 1 |ù θ .
Because of Lemma 8, an up-singularity"θ can never occur for θ “ Fpa,bqψ . In addition, if θ holds
at the beginning of an interval (i.e., upfilledspoonθ holds), then it must hold also in the rest of the interval and, if
t ą 0, it must also hold in the interval before. Then, the following constraint holds in every instant:
upfilledspoonθñθ ^pYpθ q_Oq (16)
Formula (17) is similar to (5), but it specifies that, when θ becomes true outside of the origin, it must
do so in a left-open manner (i.e., upfilledspoonθ does not hold with  θ ); also, there is one additional condition that
makes θ become true in 0 when ψ becomes true exactly at b, in which case θ does not hold in 0.
 θ ô
 O^ upfilledspoonθ ^ d´1ł
j“0
px jθ “ 0q^X
˜
x jθ ą 0U
˜
ψè ^x jθ “ b^
1ł
i“0
ziψ ą pb´aq¸
¸
_
O^ upfilledspoonθ ^X˜x0θ ą 0U˜ψè ^x0θ “ b^ 1ł
i“0
ziψ ě pb´aq¸
¸
_
O^ upfilledspoonθ ^pO_ x0θ ą 0qU´pupfilledspoonψ _ ψq^aă x0θ ă b _ ψ ^x0θ ă a^X`x0θ ą a˘¯
(17)
Formulae (18), (19) and (20) generalize, respectively, (6), (7) and (8) to include also the case in which ψ
changes its value in a singular manner (i.e., with"ψ instead of  ψ or !ψ ).
ψè ^
ł
iPt0,1u
ziψ ě pb´aq ñ
d´1ł
j“0
x jθ “ b (18)
!θ ô
d´1ł
j“0
px jθ “ 0q^ Xˆ px jθ ą 0qU
ˆ
ψ
ë^x jθ “ a ^ Xˆ
ψè R 
ˆ
ψè ^x jθ ď b
˙˙ ˙˙
_ pO^  θ q (19)
ψ
ë^X
˜
ψè R 
˜
ψè ^
1ľ
i“0
ziψ ď pb´aq
¸¸
ñ
d´1ł
j“0
x jθ “ a (20)
Finally, we need to consider an additional shape in which θ can change value. More precisely, there
is also the case in which θ becomes false with a down-singularity#θ . This occurs in an instant t (which
must be ą 0, as singularities cannot occur in the origin by definition) such that ψ becomes false at t`a,
but it becomes true again at t`b (and it stays false in interval pt`a, t`bq). This condition is captured
by Formula (21), which is similar to Formula (19), except that it specifies that when ψ becomes true
again, the clock x jθ that is reset when φ has the singularity has value b.
#θ ô O^
d´1ł
j“0
px jθ “ 0q^ Xˆ px jθ ą 0qU
ψˆ
ë^x jθ “ a ^ Xˆ
ψ
­ è Uˆ
ψè ^x jθ “ b
˙˙ ˙˙
(21)
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Then, mpθq is (16)^ (17)^ (18)^ (19)^ (20)^ (21).
To allow for signals of general shape, the encoding for subformulae of the form γUp0,`8qψ must
also be revisited. As this is rather straightforward, we skip the details for reasons of brevity. Instead, we
point out that it is possible to define a CLTL-oc encoding also for MITL past operators S and Pxa,by. It is
known that past operators increase the expressiveness of MITL [11], but do not impact on decidability.
Hence, a decision procedure that also includes the possibility to handle past operators is more powerful
than one dealing with the future-only fragment. To conclude this section, we show the encoding mpθq for
the S operator (whose semantics is symmetric to the one of U shown in Table 1). The case for operator
Pxa,by is omitted for brevity.
‚ θ “ γSp0,`8qψ: In this case it can be shown that, if M is a finitely variable signal and θ holds
in an instant t, then it must also hold in pt´ ε, tq, for some ε ą 0, and vice-versa. Then, in t “ 0 θ is
false, and there S formulae cannot have singularity points. In addition, when a S formula changes its
value after the origin, it must do so in a left-open manner (i.e., the value at the changing point is the same
as the one before the changing point). Then, we have
mpθq “ pupfilledspoonθô Ypθ qq^pθôrγ Sppupfilledspoonψ _ ψq^ γ qq. (22)
5 Conclusions
This paper investigates a bounded approach to satisfiability checking of the continuous-time temporal
logic MITL. We showed an encoding of MITL into a decidable logic (CLTL-oc), which allows, both in
principle and in practice, the use of SMT solvers to check satisfiability of MITL.
A decision procedure for CLTL-oc [10] is implemented in a plugin, called ae2zot, of our Zot
toolkit [2], whereas the reduction outlined in Sect. 3 and 4 is implemented in the qtlsolver tool, avail-
able from [1]. The tool translates MITL (or the expressively equivalent QTL logic [16]) into CLTL-oc,
which can be checked for satisfiability by ae2zot. The resulting toolkit has a 3-layered structure, where
CLTL-oc is the intermediate layer between SMT-solvers and various temporal formalisms that can be
reduced to CLTL-oc. This not only supports (bounded) satisfiability verification of different languages,
but it also allows the expression of different degrees of abstraction. For instance, MITL abstracts away
the notion of clocks, inherently encompassed within temporal modalities, which are instead explicit in
CLTL-oc and actually available to a user, e.g., to express or verify properties where clocks are conve-
nient. In fact, preliminary experimental results point out that the time required to solve CLTL-oc may be
significantly smaller than the one needed for more abstract languages, such as MITL. This is caused by
the “effort” required to capture the semantics of temporal modalities, which, on the other hand, allow for
more concise and manageable high-level specifications. This layered structure also allows the resolution
of a formula to be compliant with constraints imposed at lower layers, for instance by adding at the
CLTL-oc layer some extra formula limiting the set of valid models (e.g., by discarding certain edges of
some events or by adding particular timing requirements). Also the third layer (the SMT solver) may be
used to add further constraints, e.g., to force the occurrence of a proposition or of a certain clock value
at a specific discrete position of the finite model.
The current implementation of qtlsolver supports the MITL-to-CLTL-oc translation, both with or
without the l.c.r.o. restriction. In fact, the following encodings are currently available:
MITL providing a direct definition of MITL operators, assuming l.c.r.o. intervals;
QTL providing the definition of generalized QTL operators (e.g., Fp0,bq, Pp0,bq) with unrestricted signals
(other than they be finitely variable), and MITL operators through abbreviations.
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We used the above two encodings to carry out some experiments (available from the qtlsolver
website [1], or described in [10]). Let us illustrate one of them. MITL Formula (23) specifies that
predicate p occurs in isolated points with a period of 100 (i.e., it occurs exactly at 0, 100, 200, etc.).
Gr0,8q
``
Gp0,100qp pq ñGp100,200qp pq
˘^ppñ Fp0,200qppqq˘^ p^Gp0,100qp pq (23)
qtlsolver was able to find a model for Formula (23) in around 10 seconds, using a bound of 10.1
Note that, even if the constants appearing in Formula (23) are in the order of the hundreds, events in the
corresponding models occur only sparsely, hence a bound of 10 is enough for qtlsolver to satisfy (23).
If we add to the specification Formula (24), which states that q must hold within 1 time unit in the past
or in the future of each p, the solver finds a model (again, with bound 10) in about 40 seconds.
Gp0,8q
`
pñ Fp0,1qpqq_Pp0,1qpqq
˘
(24)
Formula (24) does not impose that q be false in between occurrences of p. A more restricted behavior is
obtained by adding also constraint (25), which imposes that q occurs only in isolated instants, and that
there must be at least 100 time units between consecutive occurrences of q.
Gp0,8q
`
qñGp0,100qp qq
˘
(25)
qtlsolver was able to find a model (with bound 20, in this case) for formula (23)^ (24)^ (25) in
around 10 minutes. As mentioned above, one can add constraints at different levels of abstraction. For
example, we can add SMT constraints imposing that the values of the clocks (instead of the clock regions)
associated with propositions p and q be periodic; this allows us to check that formula (23)^ (24)^ (25)
admits periodic models (qtlsolver takes around 15 minutes to produce one with bound 20). Finally, if
in Formula (25) we replace Gp0,100q with Gp0,100s, the behavior becomes strictly aperiodic. In this case
the solver takes around 80 minutes to find a model with bound 30, and in excess of 12 hours to show
that, with that bound, no model exists in which p and q are periodic (i.e., that the specification, with the
added constraint that the values of the clocks associated with p and q be periodic, is unsatisfiable).
While the results presented above are promising, further research will focus on optimizing the im-
plementation of the solver and on extending the encoding to deal with richer constraints.
The techniques presented in this paper for MITL can be tailored also to other logics. We consider
an example here. A syntactic fragment of MITL was proposed in [15], namely MTL0,8, where temporal
modalities are restricted only to intervals of the form x0,by or xa,8q (e.g., the MITL formula Fp2,3qφ is
not acceptable). MTL0,8 is complete in the sense that every MITL formula can be transformed into an
equisatisfiable MTL0,8 formula. However, the transformation may lead to an exponential blow-up, since
satisfiability is EXPSPACE-complete for MITL and PSPACE-complete for MTL0,8. In [15], MTL0,8
was shown to be equivalent to a new temporal logic, called Event-Clock Logic (ECL), which is also in
PSPACE. Although our work only concerns MITL (and actually MTL0,8, which is considered by our
translation provided that operator Fxa,bs is not primitive for the language), our results can directly be
applied for solving the satisfiability of (MTL0,8 and) ECL as well, by means of the above equivalence of
the languages. However, an explicit encoding of ECL into CLTL-oc may be devised, since only a finite
number of explicit clocks are enough to capture ECL semantics; this may allow solving satisfiability of
both logics (MTL0,8 and ECL) in PSPACE.
1All tests have been carried out on a desktop computer with a 2.8GHz AMD PhenomTMII processor and 8MB RAM; the
solver was Microsoft Z3 3.2. The encoding used was the one for QTL, with unrestricted signals.
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